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Cross Products 

v  Two types of cross-product 
•  Intra-GO 
•  Between GO and other OBO ontologies 

v  Intra-GO cross products needed for: 
•  GO maintenance (creating computationally readable definitions, 

automatic term placement) 
•  Reasoning (checking for missing/incorrect terms and 

relationships) 

v  Inter-Ontology cross products needed to: 
•  Standardise across ontologies (E.g. cell type and GO) 
•  Cross-ontology querying 



Intra-GO Cross-products 

v  Currently in GO, we have cross-products for: 
•  regulates 
•  cell part 

•  involved in 

•  (BP x BP) 



regulates 

v  3 types of regulatory processes: 
•  regulation of biological process    INTRA-GO 

•  regulation of molecular function   INTRA-GO 

•  regulation of trait/quality     INTER-OBO 
•  (E.g. regulation of cell volume, where ‘cell volume’ comes from PATO and 

anatomical ontologies) 

v  Cross products make use of all regulates relations in GO: 
•  regulates 
•  positively regulates 

•  negatively regulates 

 



regulates 

v  regulation of:   
•  biological process  

•  E.g. regulation of neuroblast proliferation = biological regulation and 
regulates neuroblast proliferation 

 

•  molecular function 
•  E.g. regulation of protein kinase activity = biological regulation and regulates 

protein kinase activity 



regulates 





cell part 

v  mitochondrial chromosome = chromosome and part_of 
mitochondria 



involved in 

v  epithelial cell maturation involved in salivary gland 
development = epithelial cell maturation and part_of salivary 
gland development 



BP x BP 

v  S phase of mitotic cell cycle = S phase and part_of mitotic cell 
cycle 



Future GO Cross-Products 

v  BP x CC  

•  mitochondrial translation = translation and occurs_in mitochondrion 
 

v  CC x self 

•  acrosomal membrane = membrane and surrounds acrosome 

 

v  CC x MF 
•  histone deacetylase complex = protein complex and has_function 

histone deacetylase activity 

 

Etc … 

 



pre- vs post- composition 

v  Minimal ontologies are easier to explore 
v  BUT annotators would have to understand how to post-

compose terms 

v  Argument for pre-composition if the structure/activity is 
different between cell types/organelles etc. 

v  Most annotation tools can’t yet handle post-composition 

….. Ongoing discussion! 


